Learning and development, and the training it produces, requires three things that are in total alignment with the needs of law enforcement - continuity, consistency, and accountability.

Even today, the bulk of training developed in law enforcement amounts to outlines of bullet points. The problem is that the further away from detailed training materials one gets, the more inconsistent it is deployed, the more open to liability an agency and instructors may become. In this webinar, we will define continuity, consistency, and accountability, and discuss the key items that must exist in an instructor’s guide to create a more regimented and defensible training product.

At the end of the webinar, students will be able to:
- Define the terms "continuity, consistency, & accountability" as they relate to law enforcement training.
- Evaluate past and current training materials for continuity, consistency, and accountability.

Registration Link: https://us06web.zoom.us/j/88462748108?pwd=dDZHaW1sd25XaUJjZkdWOVJQkUzQT09
Questions: markdamitio@iadlest.org